
Fort Nelson Carbon Capture and Storage Feasibility Project

Project type Storage site characterization, pipeline and compression facility design

Project proponents Spectra Energy

CO2 source Plant near Fort Nelson, northeast British Columbia

Capture application Natural gas processing

CO2 storage type Sequestration in a saline formation or reservoir

Exp. start date for storage To be determined – pending the outcome of the feasibility project

Project timeframe April 1, 2008 to March 31, 2014

Project location Currently investigating a site in proximity to Spectra Energy’s Fort Nelson Gas Plant 

Funding
Government of Canada $11.8 million

Provincial government $3.4 million

Total project cost $35.3 million

Project description 
The Fort Nelson Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS) Feasibility Project is focused on investigating the geological, technical and 

commercial feasibility of a world-scale CCS project associated with Spectra Energy’s Fort Nelson Gas Plant near Fort Nelson, in northeast 

British Columbia. The raw, hydrogen sulphide-rich natural gas in the area contains high levels of carbon dioxide (CO
2
) that is stripped 

away during processing. If the project proves to be feasible, the CO
2
 separated at the gas plant during processing would be compressed, 

dehydrated and cooled into a concentrated stream. Then the CO
2
 stream would be injected more than 2 kilometres underground 

into deep saline formations for permanent storage. This project is designed to demonstrate the technical feasibility of injecting and 

permanently storing large volumes of CO
2
 (including hydrogen sulphide) in deep saline formations. If successful, the project could lay 

the groundwork for one of the largest CCS projects of its kind in the world.  

Expected outcomes 
If this project is proven to be feasible and is developed as planned, it has the potential to reduce up to 2.2 megatonnes per year of 

greenhouse gas emissions. Because the Horn River shale gas (north of the Fort Nelson Gas Plant) is being increasingly developed by 

major producers, the demand for gas processing will increase as will the demand for CCS technology to address rising CO
2
 emissions.  

Proponent profile 
Spectra Energy Corp (NYSE: SE), a FORTUNE 500 company, is one of North America’s premier natural gas infrastructure companies 

serving three key links in the natural gas value chain: gathering and processing, transmission and storage, and distribution. For more 

than a century, Spectra Energy and its predecessor companies have developed critically important pipelines and related infrastructure 

connecting natural gas supply sources to premium markets. Based in Houston, Texas, the company’s operations in the United States and 

Canada include more than 30 000 kilometers of transmission pipeline, approximately 305 billion cubic feet of storage, as well as natural 

gas gathering and processing, natural gas liquids and local distribution operations. The company also has a 50 percent ownership in 

DCP Midstream, one of the largest natural gas gatherers and processors in the United States. Spectra Energy is a member of the Dow 

Jones Sustainability World and North America Indexes and the Carbon Disclosure Project’s Global 500 and S&P 500 Carbon Disclosure 

Leadership Indexes. For more information, visit www.spectraenergy.com.  

Proponent Web site
www.spectraenergy.com/Sustainability/Environment/Carbon-CapturStorage/  
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